Tell Congress to #RaiseTheCaps

Urge your Representatives to support sequestration relief.

If we want agencies like NIH, NSF, CDC, FDA, and AHRQ to continue protecting the public health, and driving medical innovation and advancing science, we need to convince Congress to raise the sequestration budget caps. Now is the time to help secure America’s global scientific leadership.

Sample Tweets

- #CutsHurt our national priorities, inhibiting #innovation & delaying the #cures of today & tomorrow. http://bit.ly/2uQhLWI
- Diseases know no borders, so investment in #globalhealth can save American lives. #RaisetheCaps http://bit.ly/2tiu1yJ
- @NSF keeps the US @ the forefront of discovery & innovation but it can’t do this w/o robust funding. #RaiseTheCaps http://bit.ly/2uQhLWI
- #CutsHurt @AHRQNews’ ability to improve quality of care & reduce rates of disability & disease. Let’s #RaiseTheCaps! http://bit.ly/2uQhLWI
- #RaiseTheCaps & increase funding so @US_FDA can keep assuring safe & effective medicines & medical devices. http://bit.ly/2uQhLWI
- A plurality of Americans say we aren’t spending enough on research to fight disease. Let’s #RaiseTheCaps! http://bit.ly/2uCSdzL
- Let’s #RaiseTheCaps so @CDCgov can continue to protect our borders from future #publichealth threats. http://bit.ly/2uQhLWI

New to Twitter? Follow the steps below to join us!

1. Sign in to your existing Twitter account or create a new one.
2. Copy and paste one of the sample tweets below into the box at the top of your home timeline. If you’d like, you can write a message of your own.
3. Click the “Tweet” button to post the tweet to your profile.